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Abstract

Electronic prescription software is replacing traditional handwritten medication orders. This development however doesn’t come without a cost and speed has been one of the most complained about issues. It is important to address this problem and develop methods to reduce the time spent entering medication orders into computerized prescription software.

The objective of this study was to understand the structure of prescription patterns and explore the possibility of designing a method that will predict prescription patterns with only the knowledge of past prescription history. Various machine-learning methods were used and their performance measured by the accuracy of prediction as well as their ability to produce desirable results, within practical time limits.

This paper presents a method to transform prescription data into a stochastic time series for prediction. The paper also presents a new nonlinear local algorithm based on nearest neighbor search.

In analyzing the database the drug patterns were found to be diverse and over 30% of the patients were unique, in the sense that no other patient had been prescribed the same set of active ingredients. In spite of this diversity, it was possible to create a list of 20 drugs that contained the drug to be prescribed next for 70.2% of patients. This suggests that probabilistically created pick lists, tailored specifically for one patient at the time of prescription, might be used to ease the prescription process. However, further research is needed to evaluate the impact of such lists on prescription habits.

Thesis Supervisor: Staal A. Vinterbo Ph.D.
Title: Assistant Professor, Harvard Medical School.
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Introduction

Background

*Computerized physicians order entry systems*

The 98,000 deaths and the numerous injuries believed to occur annually from medical errors have made patient safety a priority in health care\(^1\). Medication errors are the most common type of preventable medical errors\(^2\) and can be largely prevented with computerized physician order entry systems\(^3\). Despite the effectiveness of computerized physician order entry systems (CPOE) to prevent serious medication errors, only 10 to 15 percent of hospitals have implemented such systems\(^4\). Medication management software can be deployed as a standalone system or as a part of a bigger computerized physicians order entry system.

A recent review of the impact of computerized order entry systems, show on average a positive effect over a variety of outcome measurements, including cost, medication safety and organizational efficiency. However, the speed of entry has been negatively affected, especially with regard to the physician’s time\(^5\).

Computerized prescriptions initially promised to increase patient safety and streamline the prescription process. When the time comes to prescribe a new drug through a computerized prescription system it can be assumed that the care provider has already decided which drug to prescribe. Even so, the prescriber still has to search for the drug, typically receiving the search
results as a long list in alphabetical order. When compared to traditional paper based methods a two- to fourfold increase in time spent prescribing medications for inpatients has been observed \(^{(6)(7)(8)}\). However, considering that medication management is a substantial part of the physician’s workload, even a small increase in time can have big overall impact \(^{(5)}\).

To combat these problems, various methods have been devised. Some of these methods include:

- Using prescription templates (order sets) which facilitate the prescription of the most frequently used drugs for common conditions. An order set is a static collection of medications that are appropriate in a given clinical situation. The use of order sets have been implied as a key factor in achieving acceptance of computerized order entry, especially among physicians \(^{(9)(10)}\).

- Creating a “favorites list” for providers; where each user of a medication management system can select from a list of favorite medications offered as a quick selection or to simplify the search. A favorites list is essentially a personalized order set.

- Creating a list for ward specific medications which is sometimes based on the specialty of the primary attendant.

- A natural language-base command line CPOE interface has been shown to efficiently decrease input time, but the same study implies that order sets are superior with regard to speed \(^{(11)}\).
Simple methods such as using a favorites list can be effective, but they tend to scale poorly and present a significant maintenance problem (12). Personalized order sets seem to exhibit much variability between users, but are nonetheless popular among end users since they save time (13) (14). Other solutions use centrally maintained prescription templates (order sets) to aid in medication prescription, with the goal of both implementing best practice guidelines and to simplify the prescription process. Such order sets, tailored for specific clinical situations, can be viewed as a form of ruled based logic. The downside of centrally maintained order sets seems to be that they are rarely used and difficult to maintain (12).

Prescription templates are most effective in the initiation of therapy, but are not as effective in representing the many possible changes during the course of treatment, such as management of side effects or intolerance to treatment.

New methods are needed to assist in the prescription process, especially during drug selection when care plans and order sets fail to represent the course of treatment adequately or are absent.

Time series analyses

Prescription patterns can be viewed as a stochastic time series. Time series forecasting is a challenge in many fields. In finance, time series analysis is used to forecast stock and currency prizes (15). Producers of electricity and other forms of power, use time series predictions to predict the load of the following day.
So how can one analyze and use the past to predict the future? In 1927, Yule\textsuperscript{(16)} introduced Auto regressive models (AR) to predict sunspots. The term "autoregressive" is used to emphasize that future points of time series are modeled by past values of the same time series.

Technically an AR model is a linear map that maps a given number of past values into the future value. The parameters of the map are chosen to minimize the prediction error inside the given time series. There exists a vast literature about the use and optimization of AR models\textsuperscript{(17)}\textsuperscript{(18)}\textsuperscript{(19)}\textsuperscript{(20)}\textsuperscript{(21)}, in particular ARMA models that assume that the time series is a linear stochastic process. The whole class of AR models is not considered in this study since drug prescriptions cannot be viewed as a linear process.

Nonlinear techniques of time series analyses and prediction have been developed in addition to the linear approach. A distinction is made between global and local methods. Global methods start with a predetermined mapping, whose parameters are adapted to reproduce the time series as well as possible. Neural networks are an example of a global method.\textsuperscript{(22)}\textsuperscript{(23)}\textsuperscript{(24)}. The time complexity of neural networks training is relatively high compared with other popular methods and dependent on the model used. Initial experiments with neural networks on the data presented in this study had an unacceptable time complexity and were not pursued further. Support Vector Machines are another example of nonlinear global approaches and their use for prescription prediction is explored in this study.

The class of local nonlinear approaches was introduced by Lorenz\textsuperscript{(25)} for weather forecasting. This class of prediction models is based on neighbor searches. Numerous introductions to next
neighbor predictions exists (26) (27) (28) (29) (30). These methods have been applied to many non-artificial applications such as prediction of water marks of rivers after rainfalls (31).

The feature extraction and transformation of the prescription data described later in this manuscript, enables us to view prescription history as a discrete stochastic time series. Such time series are seen in many real world applications. Customer preference analysis is a form of discrete time series analysis. With customer preference analysis, your history of past purchases, are compared to a database of other customers to create a prediction of your future purchases. The recommendation systems that suggest books on Amazon, movies at Netflix and news at Google News are all examples of such systems. These kinds of algorithms are often referred to as collaborative or social filtering because they use the preferences of others, like minded people to filter and prioritize your experience (32). There are three common approaches to solving the recommendation problem; traditional collaborative filtering, cluster models and search based models. Recently item-to-item collaborative filtering has gained attention for its ability to scale for large datasets (33). Most recommendation algorithms start by finding a set of customers whose purchased and rated items overlap the user’s purchased and rated items. The algorithm aggregates items from these similar customers, eliminating items the user has already purchased, and recommends the remaining items to the user (34). The item-to-item algorithm focuses on finding similar items rather than customers, then aggregates the similar items and recommends them (33). Collaborative filtering is in many aspects related to prescription predictions.
Objectives

The main goal of this study is to explore the feasibility of developing a method to predict drug selection based on probabilistic reasoning using only the prescription history and simple demographic data such as age and gender. The method has to be implementable in the sense that it can perform predictions in real time and performs adequately on large databases. The method should also readily incorporate new data, and adapt to new prescription patterns and drugs. It should not be necessary to retrain the whole system, each time a new drug is introduced to the market. This task can be viewed 1) as a classification problem, which for the data at hand for this study has at least 1000 input features and a 1000 classes, or 2) as a discrete time series analysis. For these reasons, traditional classification methods such as Support Vector Machines and Artificial Neural Networks are infeasible due to computational complexity and the need for retraining. Methods that require much more than linear running time are not considered due to large amount of data. Even so, the use of Support Vector Machines and neural networks were explored, but the use of neural networks had to be abandoned due to high computational space and time requirements.

The second goal is to understand the structure and consistency of prescription patterns to be better able to assess the expected accuracy of prediction algorithms.

Realistically, the output from any method to predict prescription patterns is a list of possible drugs, ordered by likelihood, rather than one specific drug. The quality of the prediction is proportional to how long the list has to be to contain the drug being predicted.
The more accurate the prediction algorithm is, the shorter the resulting list can become without missing the sought after drug. For this study, the goal was to develop an algorithm that can predict any drug for any patient with a list of no more than 20 drugs in at least 50% of cases. Being able to prepare a relatively short list that contains the drug to be prescribed next, every other time a new drug is entered into a CPOE system, was deemed a goal worth pursuing.

**Significance**

Methods aimed at decreasing the time burden of CPOE systems have been identified as key factors in their acceptance by physicians (10) (9). Computerized medication management systems are complex and tend to be cumbersome in usage. Providing on-time and accurate support for prescribers can significantly reduce time spent prescribing medications, and thus increase user acceptance of such systems. Using probabilistic methods has some advantages, such as providing the prescriber with some sense of frequency of the actions he is taking. Practicing within the probabilistic recommendations of the system provides an assurance that the treatment being offered is not an outlier. If the prescriber’s next action is not predicted by the system, the prescriber has to fall back on more traditional drug selection methods, and is given a chance to reconsider the drug selection.

The primary purpose of methods such as those proposed by this paper are not to directly influence the drug selection, but rather to speed up the documentation process.
Scope of the study

This study is limited to developing algorithms to predict prescription patterns, based only on the data commonly available in medication databases. Various algorithms were explored to develop a method to predict prescription patterns. A database of more than a million prescriptions for 75,000 admissions was used to train and test the prediction algorithms. The database contained only information about the medications, wards, rudimentary demographic information, and the primary specialty of the prescriber.

Methods

Data

The database used was from Region Nordjylland in Denmark, which covers approximately 10% of Denmark with a population of about 600,000. Electronic prescriptions have been used in Region Nordjylland since 2004. Implementation is planned to be finished in all hospitals in Q2 2008. The data used is only from hospitals (including outpatient wards).

Before preprocessing, the database contained 1,059,750 prescriptions among 80,177 admissions.
The mean age of patients at the time of admission was 58.7 years (Figure 1).

Gender composition: 21,940 males and 27,018 females for a total of 48,958 patients. Of those, 33,657 patients had only one admission and 15,301 patients had more than one admission. Of the patients with more than one admission, 185 had been admitted more than 10 times.
Fig 2: Electronic prescriptions were started in February 2004. At the time the database was acquired for this study, the number of prescriptions was 60,000 per month.

The medication management program in use in Region Nordjylland is called Theriak Medication Management (TMM), provided by CIS Healthcare (www.cis-healthcare.com). Implementation started in February 2004 and continued through the time the database was acquired for this study in July 2007. At the time the snapshot was taken, the number of prescriptions per month was approximately 60,000 (Figure 2). Number of drugs per patient, over the course of one admission, can be seen in Figure 2. There are approximately 8,000 active prescribers on 187 wards.
Fig 3: The number of drugs within each admission. Patients with more than 60 drugs within a single admission were filtered out of the training population.

Software used

All algorithms, except Support Vector Machines were implemented in Python v2.5.1 (http://www.python.org/). NumPy v1.0.4 (http://numpy.scipy.org/) was used to speed up array and matrix operations. The database used was Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Support Vector Machines, statistical analysis and graphics was done using R v2.5.1 (http://www.r-project.org/)
Preprocessing

Raw prescription data is stochastic in nature and contains an abundance of redundant information. During the course of treatment, doses and frequency of drugs get adjusted. By definition, every such change results in a new prescription. Since changing an existing prescription or restarting a temporarily halted one does not include a step where the prescriber has to search for the drug to change, such prescriptions are of no importance to us. Therefore subsequent prescriptions involving a previously prescribed drug, within one admission, were ignored.

For each patient, all medications were reduced to the active ingredients or blends thereof using the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system (35), essentially reducing the list of prescribed drugs from 5420 brand names + strength to 978 active ingredients or unique blends of active ingredients. The day since admission was calculated for first prescription of a drug within each admission. For each admission the feature vector is thus a set of active ingredient or blends thereof, in the order they were first prescribed. This way the prescription history can be viewed as a discrete stochastic time series.

Outliers were removed by omitting patients with more than 60 drugs prescribed per admission and patients with admission longer than 60 days. Care was taken to remove all test patients and teaching patients. The distribution of the number of drugs per admission can be seen in Figure 3.
Patient clusters

The predictive power of the data can be viewed as a function of the variance of the prescription patterns. The simplest way to measure this is to examine clusters of medication combinations. The number of neighbors, where the neighborhood is defined by the similarity of drugs, has an inverse relationship to the uniqueness of the combination of medicines for each patient. It is interesting to see how variable the drug patterns are. 31.2% of admissions had a unique drug set in the sense that no other patient had been prescribed the exact same set of active ingredients. Examining the neighbors of patients X by defining a neighbor to be any patient with at least 80% of their drugs in the set of drugs of patient X, shows that most patients have a neighborhood of patients that is of size 0.1% - 2% of the total population.
Choosing learning algorithms

The main concern when choosing learning algorithms was the time and space complexity caused by the number of inputs and multiple classes. As an example, a method such as artificial neural networks failed to be applicable due to space and time complexity required when applied to very large data sets. No literature was found that deals specifically with the prediction of prescription patterns. This suggests that investigations into this are warranted. Unfortunately this also means that there are no established standards to compare methods against.

Other methods, such as K-nearest neighbors and Markov chains were chosen for their well known characteristics and ease of use. Both methods have been use extensively in the domain of financial forecasting and natural language processing\(^\text{(36)}\).

Support Vector Machines (SVM) have received much attention recently in the domain of time series predictions. SVMs have for example, successfully been applied in the art of spam filtering\(^\text{(37)}\), which is a classification problem with a high dimensional feature space and sparse data for individual sample, not unlike prescription patterns. Spam filtering has, unlike prescription patterns, a binary outcome that is well adapted for SVMs. This study on the other hand deals with a high dimensional feature space and unusually many classes. Not much literature exists on the use of Support Vector Machines for this domain.

Baseline

To create baseline prediction algorithms to be used as benchmarks for development, two methods were used: K-nearest neighbors and a 1\(^{st}\) order Markov chain. The feature vectors were kept as
simple as possible to better understand the impact of each feature as it was added to the algorithms. Here these methods are used, primarily to gain insight into the structure and nature of prescription patterns. Therefore K-nearest neighbor was chosen to explore the importance of patient clustering and Markov chain to measure the effects of sequential ordering within prescriptions.

**K-nearest neighbor baseline algorithm**

K-nearest neighbor (Knn) is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in feature space. Knn is a type of instance based learning, or lazy learning function, where computation is deferred until classification. It is among the simplest of machine learning algorithms. The key idea is that the properties of any given input point are likely to be similar to those points in its neighborhood.

The definition of the neighborhood of X requires a distance measure D(X, Y). For discrete unordered features, such as medications, the Hamming distance, which defines D(X, Y) as the number of features on which X and Y differ, can be used. K-nearest neighbor is computationally intensive, since for each patient in X = (x₁, x₂ … xₙ) to be classified, the distances to every other patient Y = (y₁, y₂ … yₘ) has to be calculated. Therefore the classification time in Knn algorithm is proportional to the number of features and the number of instances.
For binary feature vectors, the Hamming distance is:

\[ X_n = (x_{n1}, x_{n2}, \ldots, x_{nm}) x_{n1 \ldots nm} \in \{1,0\} \]

\[ D(X_1, X_2) = \sum_{i=0}^{m} x_{1i} \text{ XOR } x_{2i} \]

To predict the next drug for a patient \( X \), the \( K \) nearest neighbor's of \( X \) are found. We denote the set containing the \( K \) nearest neighbors of \( X \) as \( n(X, K) \). This neighborhood consists of \( K \) points for which there are at most \( K-1 \) points that lie closer to \( X \) than the point furthest away among those \( K \). A list of the neighbors' drugs \( L \) is created and sorted in decreasing order by how many neighbors have the drug in their drug list. Drugs already prescribed for \( x \) are omitted from \( L \). Finally, if the drug to be predicted for \( x \) is found in \( L \), its location is reported.

**Markov chain**

The second algorithm used to create a baseline prediction is a 1\textsuperscript{st} order Markov process. The assumption made is that each individual drug at times \( t-1 \) is an independent predictor of drugs at time \( t \). This is intuitively plausible in some instances. To name a few examples, some drugs are routinely prescribed together, and other drugs have a high incidence of complications that in turn are treated with drugs. In most cases however, it is the combined state of the patient that dictates the next step in treatment.
A process $X(t)$ is called a 1st order Markov chain, if for $t_1 < t_2 < \ldots < t_n$, the distribution of $X(t_n)$ given $(X(t_1), \ldots, X(t_{n-1}))$ is the same as the distribution of $X(t_n)$ given $X(t_{n-1})$ (36). This implies that

$$P\{X(t_n) \leq x | X(t_{n-1}, \ldots, X(t_1))\} = P\{X(t_n) \leq x | X(t_{n-1})\}$$

If the set of all drugs being considered are $Q = (q_1 \ldots q_n)$, then the 1st order Markov chain is described with a $n$-dimensional matrix $M$, where $n$ is the number of drugs considered and the probability for drug $q_2$ to be prescribed after $q_1$ is $q_{21}$

$$P(q_2|q_1) = q_{21}$$

$$M = \begin{bmatrix} q_{11} & \cdots & q_{n1} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ q_{1n} & \cdots & q_{nn} \end{bmatrix}$$

Changing the algorithm to take into account all drugs at times $t_0 \ldots t_{n-1}$ and calculating the relative likelihood of drug $q_k$ being the next drug in drug sequence $L$, $R(q_k|L)$, where $L$ is a sequence of $m$ drugs, $L = (i_1 \ldots i_m)$, $(L \subseteq Q)$ as the product of $P(q_k|L)$ gave better results.

$$R(q_k|L) = \prod_{i \in L} P(q_k|i)$$
The most likely drug to be next in the sequence $L$ is therefore

$$\max_{q \in Q}(R(q|L))$$

where $Q$ are all drugs considered.

**Improvements on basic algorithms**

Initial experiments failed to yield results that met the stated goal of producing predictions that could be used to produce a short list containing the sought after drug. Adding features such as gender ward or specialty of the prescribing doctor, to the feature vectors of KNN and the Markov method did little to increase the accuracy. It is also complicated to weight features such as the ward the patient is being treated in. Scaling of distance measures also became a problem. When features such as wards are treated as binary features, the computational complexity increases substantially. However, changing the distance measurement did help.

Using the Hamming distance for binary features had one significant drawback. It treated additional drugs in the training sample the same as additional drugs in the test sample. In fact, it increased the distance, between similar patients, if one is farther along in treatment. This behavior is counterintuitive for our purpose. If we want to learn what the most likely drug to be added to any given patient’s regimen, it stands to reason that the most valuable lessons can be learned from patients who have had similar drugs at a given point in their treatment and then received additional drugs. These additional drugs are the one of interest. The Hamming distance treats those additional, information rich drugs, the same as mismatches between patients. For example, patient A has drugs $(1, 2, 3, 4)$ and we want to predict the next drug. Consider patient B that has
drugs (1, 2, 3, 5). The Hamming distance would assign a distance of 2 between A and B since they have 3 drugs in common and do not share 2 drugs. Now consider patient C with drugs (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7). The Hamming distance between A and C is also 2. However it seems likely that patient C has more predictive value for patient A than B has. As a rule of thumb, we can learn most from patients with more drugs than the one we are trying to predict the next drug for.

**Longest Common Subsequence**

The Markov chain, in its simplest form, contains information solely based on the order in which drugs are prescribed. Even if the Markov chain is not accurate enough as a useful predictor by itself, the results hint at the importance of the order of drugs within each patient. To capitalize on this information and to overcome the limitations imposed by the Hamming distance, a distance measurement based on the longest common subsequence (LCS) could potentially increase the accuracy of K-nearest neighbors.

The longest common subsequence is NP-hard for the general case of arbitrary number of sequences. If the numbers of sequences are two, the problem is solvable in polynomial time. Given the sequences \(X_{1...i}\) and \(Y_{1...y}\)

we define

\[
LCS(X_{1...i}, Y_{1...y}) = \begin{cases} 
\emptyset, & i = 0 \text{ or } j = 0 \\
LCS(X_{1...i-1}, Y_{1...j-1}) + x_i, & X_i = Y_i \\
\max (LCS(X_{1...i-1}, Y_{1...j-1}), LCS(X_{1...i-1}, Y_{1...j})), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\max\) returns the longest sequence.
For K-nearest neighbor, the LCS algorithm becomes a similarity measure or can also be thought of as an inverse distance measurement. The sum of the length of all subsequences found between two patients was used as the similarity measurement for K-nearest neighbor.

**Weighted frequency based sequence (WFBS)**

The LCS algorithm treats all drugs the same, regardless of how near in time they are to the drugs that are similar between the patients. A better approach would be to locate similarities (drugs in common) between patients, and then pay more attention to the drugs that are prescribed subsequent to the similarity. I therefore created an algorithm that that takes into account the degree of similarity between two drug lists and the sequential distance of drugs from last location of similarity. The algorithm assigns a weight to every drug that is a product of the degree of similarity and the sequential distance from the similarity. The relationship between both the degree of similarity and sequential distance, to the weight can be linear or exponential.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
X & A & B & C & D & ?? \\
Y & E & A & C & B & F & D & G & H & I \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9
\end{array}
\]

*Fig 5:*

Consider Figure 5 above. Patient X is the patient to be predicted for. A is already taking four drugs A, B, C and D. The fifth drug, marked as “??” is the one to be predicted. To create a list of
candidate drugs, patient X is in turn compared to all patients in a chosen set. Consider the case where patient X is currently being compared to patient Y. Patient Y is taking nine drugs (or possible was taking 9 drugs since she could be discharged long ago). As can be seen in Figure 5, X and Y have four drugs in common (bold type in Figure 5), note that all drugs in X are also in Y, making Y an ideal candidate for prediction. In patient Y, drugs G is of highest interest and F, H and I to a lesser degree. Drug E is on the other hand of no interest since it is prescribed before the region of similarity and is therefore unlikely to be the drug we are looking for. The WFBS algorithm compares every drug in Y sequentially to the set of drugs in X, beginning with drug 1 in Y which is E and up to I. It assigns a weight to every drug in Y, that is not in X if it is found after some region of similarity. The greater the similarity (more drugs in common), the greater the weight, and like vice the closer to the similarity (subsequent from the last common drug) the greater the weight. Following is a formal description of the WFBS algorithm.

We want to predict drug $x_{n+1}$ for patient X having the set of drugs $\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$ the first step is to retrieve all patients $H(X)$ that meet the criteria we use to limit the search space. In our case, the retrieval step might include filtering on age, gender or ward, for example. Then for every patient $Y \in H(X)$ having the set of drugs $\{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_m\}$, where drug $y_i$ is prescribed before $y_{i+1}$ we calculate the weight $W_{yi}$ for every drug in Y sequentially, beginning at drug i=1 and continue until drug i=m. The weight $W_{yi}$ is the product of factors $A_i$ and $B_i$ and is an indicator of drug $y_i$ being the drug to be predicted for X. $A$ represents the intersection of X and Y at drug i. $B$ represents the sequential distance between drug $y_i$ and the last found region of similarity between X and Y. For drug $y_i$: 
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\( Y_i = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_{i-1}\} \)
\( S_i = X \cap Y_i \)
\( lm = \min j \leq i \rightarrow S_j = S_i \)
\( K = i - lm \)

\[
A_i = \left( \frac{|S_i|}{|X|} \right)^\alpha \quad B_i = \left( \frac{\tau - K + |K - \tau|}{2\tau} \right)^\beta
\]

\( W_{yi} = A_i B_i \)

We also let \( \tau \) be the tail constant that dictates how many drugs (sequentially after drug \( lm \)) are considered likely candidates. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are constants that dictate the shape of the exponential functions \( A \) and \( B \).

**Fig 6:** \( B \) can be linear or exponential depending on the value of \( \beta \). \( B \) assigns a decreasing weight to drugs by their sequential distance from common areas between two drug lists.

**Fig 7:** \( A \) can be linear or exponential depending on the value of \( \alpha \). \( A \) assigns an increasing weight to drugs by the degree of similarity between two drug lists.
The rationale behind this algorithm is that the weight $W$ for a drug in $Y$ at time $t$ is the product of how many drugs $Y$ has in common with $X$ up until time $t$, and how many drugs have been searched in $Y$ since a common drug was last found. As can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7, $A$ grows exponentially as $X$ and $Y$ have more drugs in common and $B$ decreases exponentially as more drugs pass from last common drug in $Y$ and $X$.

Candidate drugs are then ordered in descending order by the sum of their weights. The location in the list of candidate drugs of the drug to be predicted is then reported.

A variant of the WFBS algorithm that assigns a negative weight for drugs sequentially farther from the last common drug between $X$ and $Y$ than $\tau$ (the case when $K > \tau$) was also tried. Assigning a negative weight to a drug that is far, in time, from the similarity between $X$ and $Y$ could potentially increase accuracy by compensating for drugs that are frequently used and therefore could be assigned an inappropriately high combined weight. For this variant $A$ is unchanged and $B$ is (also see Figure 8):

$$B_i = \left(\frac{\tau - K}{\tau}\right)^\beta \quad (\beta \text{ is odd})$$
Functional grouping of drugs
Lastly, to try to increase the accuracy of prediction further, the drugs were grouped into functional groups using the ATC coding system. Examples of groups are “Selective beta-2-adrenoreceptor agonists” and “Renin-inhibitors”. This reduces the drugs from 978 generic drugs to 456 groups of therapeutically equivalent drugs. The rationale behind this approach is that once the drug group is known, it is trivial for the prescriber to choose the right drug within a drug group. That extra step might be acceptable if the increase in accuracy is enough.

Support Vector Machines

The theory of Support Vector Machines can be used both for classification and regression problems. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classifier derived from statistical learning theory and was first introduced by Vapnik et al. The Support Vector Machines used in this study were trained using the e1071 (v1.5-18) package of the R environment. For each experiment
978 Support Vector Machines were trained, one for each prediction class or drug. For prediction, the relative probabilities from each SVM were ordered by decreasing degree and the prediction list created from the 20 highest ranked drugs.

Training and testing the SVMs with the same protocol as the other algorithms resulted in poor performance. The reason for this bad performance is that the frequencies of individual classes in the database are unevenly distributed, with a relatively small minority of drugs responsible for majority of prescriptions. Therefore enriched sub sampling of the training set was used to ensure that the ratio of positive versus negative samples was at least 1:5 and each Support Vector Machine trained with 8000 samples. This was not possible for the less frequent drugs so some compromises had to be made.

In addition, a separate subsample of patients was created that was enriched with the 200 most frequently prescribed drugs to estimate how the performance would be on a larger database.

The SVMs were trained using both the linear and radial bases kernels and their performance compared. Only prescription history was used, and no adjustment for age or gender was done.

**Sensitivity analysis for WFBS algorithm**

To find the best possible parameters for the WFBS method, repeated runs with incremental changes in one parameter while holding the others constant, were done.

The parameters being adjusted were $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\tau$ and the age-gap used to limit the search space. An age gap of 10% means that the absolute age difference between the patient being predicted for and
the patient database he was being compared to is within 10% of the age of the patient to be predicted for.

**Experimental protocol**

For testing the all the algorithms except two of the Support Vector Machines, a randomly selected set of 20,000 admissions was generated for each run, and then a 5-fold cross validation used. In a 5-fold cross validation, the sample is divided in 5 equally sized parts and in turn 4 are used for training and 1 for testing until all parts have been used for testing.

Patients with one drug in their drug list were filtered out. For each patient in the test set, a random time point was selected between the second drug from admission and the third drug before discharge, and only the drugs before that time point were passed to the algorithm to create a list of candidate drugs, sorted by decreasing relevance. The location in the list of candidate drugs, of the drug to be predicted, was then reported.

As described above, the SVMs were trained and tested on three separate datasets. The first set of SVMs were trained and tested the same way as the other algorithms. (Std. dataset)

The second set of SVMs was trained with specific datasets for each SVM. They were then tested with 10,000 patients to simulate the conditions the other algorithms were tested in. (Sub sampling)

The third set of SVMs was tested with 1000 patients that were specifically chosen for their high prevalence of drugs in the frequency enriched dataset. (Enriched dataset)
Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy (10)</th>
<th>Accuracy (20)</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN with Hamming distance K=120</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN with LCS</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st order Markov Chain</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st order Markov Chain (Markov approximation)</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBS</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBS with sigmoid B</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBS with drug groups</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM linear kernel (std dataset)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM linear kernel (sub sampling)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM linear kernel (enriched dataset)</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM radial base (std dataset)</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM radial base kernel (sub sampling)</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>48.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM radial base kernel (enriched dataset)</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Except for SVMs, accuracy is the mean of 5-fold cross validation on 20,000 patients.

K-nearest neighbor (KNN)

Running K-nearest neighbors with increasing value for K, finds an optimal value for K to be around 120. The algorithm could produce a list containing the drug to be predicted for 70% of patients and of those, 41% had the drug in the top 10 list and 51% in top 20. This means that the K-nearest neighbor algorithm using the Hamming distance, with a K of 120, can produce a list of 10 drugs that contains the drug to be predicted in 29% of all patients and a list of 20 drugs in 36% of cases. A graph of KNN performance can be seen in Figure 9.
Stratifying the patients by age or gender did not increase the accuracy of KNN using the Hamming distance.

![KNN prediction](image)

**Fig 9:** Accuracy of prediction using KNN with Hamming distance metric. (Black) Recall fraction. The fraction of patients the algorithm could produce a list containing the drug to be predicted. (Red) Fraction of patients with a list length 20. (Green) The fraction of patients with a list length 10.

**1st order Markov chain**

As expected, the standard 1st order Markov chain was not useful as a prediction algorithm since it only takes into account the last drug in the drug sequence of the patient to be predicted for. The algorithm could produce a list containing the drug to be predicted for all patients. The mean length of those drug lists was around 200 and no patient had a list longer than 500 drugs, so these results are not due to chance alone.
Using Markov approximation (combining the probabilities for all drugs the patient to predict for was taking) yielded marginally better result, but not useful results (5.6% of patients with prediction drug in top 10 lists).

**Longest common subsequence (LCS)**

The LCS algorithm is significantly more accurate than the Hamming distance and can make correct predictions in 44.8% of cases with a drug list length of 10 and 55% of cases with drug list length of 20 drugs. This is close to what I hypothesized to be practical for use in clinical systems. On the other hand the time complexity of this algorithm is very high and is unlikely to be feasible to calculate predictions in real time. The recall rate for the Hamming distance was 70%. The LCS algorithm on the other hand had a recall rate of 95%, meaning that it could create a list for 95% of patients that contained the drug to be predicted. The LCS algorithm was just not accurate enough in ordering the resulting list of candidate drugs. The main difference between LCS and Hamming distance is that LCS disregards the difference between patients and puts emphasis on elements they have in common. LCS is however sensitive to the order of drugs and therefore ignores common elements, even if they are close in time, if the order is not the same. A graphic illustrating the sensitivity to the choice of the neighborhood size K for the LCS variant of KNN can be seen in Figure 10.
Weighted frequency based sequence (WFBS)

The WFBS algorithm was the most accurate of the all the algorithms examined. By stratifying the patient population by age and gender, the input could be reduced significantly without decreasing the accuracy of the predictions, thus decreasing execution time. This property was not observed with the other algorithms.

The best accuracy archived for the whole database was 60.1% for a drug list length of 10 and 70.2% for a drug list of length 20. This is somewhat better than the initial criteria of success. This means that for any given prescription, a list of 20 drugs can be generated that contains the drug to be prescribed in majority of cases. The recall rate was 95%
Using the sigmoid version of B for the WFBS decreased the accuracy of the algorithm by 5% on average. The reason for this is probably that when comparing to patients with long drug lists with a low degree of similarity, a negative weight is assigned to drugs in an arbitrary manner.

**Grouping drugs by function**

Consolidation of the prediction classes, from active substances into drug groups, increased the accuracy considerably. Using the best possible parameters (Figures 15-18) for this approach, the WFBS algorithm could produce a drug list of length 20 for 79.4% of random prescriptions for random patients; in 71.1% of cases the drug to be predicted was among the top 10 drugs of that list.

**Sensitivity analysis for WFBS algorithm**

The best parameters to predict any randomly chosen drug for any randomly chosen patient were:

- \( \tau: 7 \) (Figure 12)
- Age gap: 0.1. If the patients were stratified further by wards and/or prescribing physicians, the accuracy can be increased by increasing the age-gap (Figure 11)
- \( \alpha: 3 \) (Figure 14)
- \( \beta: 4 \) (Figure 13)

The best parameters for the grouped drugs were similar from ungrouped drugs. The age-gap and alpha were unchanged, but the additional benefit was gained by increasing the length of \( \tau \) (10) but was partially compensated by a large increase in beta (7) (Figures 15-18).
Fig 11: The effect of age-gap on the accuracy of the WFBS algorithm

Fig 12: The effect of $r$ on the accuracy of the WFBS algorithm

Fig 13: The effect of $\beta$ on the accuracy of the WFBS algorithm

Fig 14: The effect of $\alpha$ on the accuracy of the WFBS algorithm

Figures 11 through 14 show the effect of incrementally changing one parameter for the WFBS algorithm while holding all others constant.
Figures 15 through 18 show the effect of incrementally changing one parameter for the WFBS algorithm while holding all others constant.
Support Vector Machines

The SVMs were trained and tested on three different datasets. Using the same dataset as the other algorithms produced poor results with less than 3% of patients having a drug list length of 10 and 5% with 20 using the Radial Base kernel. The linear kernel performed marginally better with 5.1% of patients with drug list length of 10 and 6.9% with 20.

Using specifically enhanced datasets for each SVM was significantly better. Using a linear kernel the SVM could generate correct prediction with a drug list length of 10 in 43% of cases and 56% of cases with drug list length of 20 drugs. The Radial Base kernel performed somewhat worse with accuracy of 39.1% and 48.2% for drug lists of length 10 and 20 respectively.

Training and testing with only the 200 most frequent drugs produced better results, 62.5% and 65% with the linear kernel and 74.3% and 85.7% with the Radial Base kernel for drug list length of 10 and 20 respectively.

Discussion

This study indicates that using probabilistic methods to predict prescription patterns is a viable method to decrease the time it takes to enter medication orders into computerized physicians order entry systems. Each time a physician prescribes a medication for a patient the algorithm can create a list of 20 medications and for 70% of the patients, the correct medication is in the list. This is probably time saving for the physician since the list has been shortened from about 5,000 medications. The algorithm suggested has reasonable time complexity, making this a feasible option for real time support.
This study also suggests that accuracy could even be increased by taking into account prescriber preferences based on past prescription habits. This would mean combining the commonly used method of making a favorites list with this new algorithm. However further studies on this combination are beyond the scope of this study.

**WFBS**

The predictability of WBFS is especially interesting based on the fact how much variability there is in the prescription patterns. Even though the database contains 80,000 patients and more than one million prescriptions the variability is still high and patient clusters are small. This prevents us from finding well defined clusters of patients. More data is needed to increase the predictability to include the 20 - 30% that still is missing.

It is also interesting to see how the predictability of WFBS increases from 60% with a list of 10 medications to 70% by doubling the list to 20. The accuracy can even be increased up to about 80% by offering a list of 20 medication groups instead of a specific medication. This is potentially of value but changes the drug selection process from a single step to two steps. Once the relevant medication group has been chosen a new short list of medications is created.

The WFBS algorithm has three parameters: $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\tau$ that dictate various aspects of how the algorithm weights candidate drugs. These parameters are sensitive to the input and have to be reevaluated if the process that selects patients for training is changed. The change in input that had the biggest impact on both time complexity and accuracy was the age difference allowed between the patient being predicted for and the patient database he was being compared to (age-gap). This shows that drug patterns are correlated with age, as expected.
The predictive accuracy of WFBS varies marginally over the course of treatment. It seems to be easier to predict the first and last medications with the exception of the last two medications for each patient. The explanation for this might be that drugs for chronic conditions, temporarily halted during the admission, are being restarted at discharge. These changes are however marginal (within 10%), but hint at the possibility of other methods to increase the accuracy of prescription prediction in the middle part of treatment where uncertainty seem to be higher, and before discharge where other factors than current treatment might be dictating the prescriptions.

When enough data is available, the accuracy can be further increased by considering well defined subsets of patients by ward and age. Even if the database contained more than 1 million prescriptions, there were not many such patient clusters. It is probable that as more prescription data is gathered, such approaches become more viable, but that is beyond the scope of this study.

**SVM**
The Support Vector machine shows promise for this type of prediction. It was however plagued by the infrequency of most of the drugs in the database. 40% of drugs had 20 or fewer patients. This is not enough samples to train a SVM sufficiently, while predictions based on neighborhood searches and local approximations are not as much affected by this. The radial basis kernel performed best when sample sizes were large enough but the linear kernel coped better with few samples and therefore had better overall performance. The radial basis kernel is however more likely to perform well on a larger dataset.

Support Vector Machines have however a high time complexity during training and need a richer dataset than we have at our disposal at this time. Training 978 SVMs on 20,000 random samples
from the database produced poor results. Probability estimates from SVMs are based on the
distance of the testing sample from the margin. There were issues with the calibration and the
SVMs overestimated probabilities positively correlated to the class prevalence. The prior
probabilities of the classes were also badly represented by the SVMs causing prevalence of
infrequent drugs to be overestimated. Ranking based on those probabilities can be arbitrary.
Interactions between the prior probabilities and the SVM predictions are a complex matter and
beyond the scope of this study.

Based on the performance of SVM in an enriched dataset of frequent drugs, it is possible that
SVM based methods will outperform nonlinear local methods such as the WFBS algorithm
presented in this paper. Especially considering that no adjustments were made with regards to age
and gender for the SVMs. If the enriched dataset is a good approximation to a larger dataset,
these results are promising. It is however difficult to compare SVMs to the other algorithms since
they were trained and tested using different methods for subject sampling.

Even if reasonable accuracy is achieved using only prescription history, there is no obvious
reason to omit potentially more information rich data. Future studies could aim at expanding the
input parameters to include more specific clinical information such as signs, symptoms,
diagnoses and laboratory values.
Limitations of the study

The main limitation of the study is the data available to train the prediction algorithms on. It is probable that in an enterprise setting, more categories of data would be available to make inference on. Information such as diagnoses, signs and symptoms, or lab values is likely to enhance the predictive abilities of any algorithm.

The performance measurements are based on random samples from one database. This might cause bias in favor of our methods and the results are not necessarily reproducible in other settings. Also since the implementation of the CPOE system is still ongoing there might be considerable sampling bias caused by the types of wards that were early in the implementation process. Further inspection reveals them to be of similar nature.

Even if the database contains more than a million prescriptions and 80,000 patients, it is still not showing clear signs of patient clustering. Therefore one might conclude that database is too small for our purposes. On the other hand that might indicate that accuracy could increase as the database grows.

Conclusions

This study suggests that using probabilistic methods to create patient specific medication pick lists at the time of prescription using only the prescription history, could be a promising method to reduce the time burden of CPOE systems. However, further research is needed to evaluate the impact of such lists on prescription habits.
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